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Milestones and their objectives in phase 1
During the first phase myPmps as project had to establish the basic techniques and tools. Hence the project still wasn't more than a collection of memorized basic target usecases.

Milestones and their time shared context in the first phase
Because of the only memorized target usecase myPmps as project had only roughly estimated phases and milestones.

Milestones and their objectives in phase 2
After having achieved the basic milestones myPmps and myPmpsFactory still must be improved and extended.

Milestones and their time shared context in the second phase
And because of the already achieved basic targets myPmps as project can now be managed with shortened phases and milestones.

Comments
Perhaps we should add some remarks later.
Milestones and their objectives in phase 1

Basic development / Release 0.4

- **UC01: Process-Cards** - The user of myPmps shall get one card for each project management sub process mentioned in the PMBOK.
- **UC02: Conceptual Survey** - list all project management sub processes as part of their knowledge areas and process groups.
- **UC03: Sequential Survey** - present all PMI project management sub processes as predecessors / successors of other sub processes.
- **UC04: Knowledge Area Specifications** - describe each knowledge area combined with explaining remarks.
- **UC05: Process Group Specifications** - describe each process group combined with explaining remarks.

Open source integration / Release 0.6

- **UC06: Classifying of Open Source PM Software** - specify open source applications as supporter of project management processes.
- **UC07: List of Open Source PM Software** - list and describe existing of open source project management software.

myPmps.net establishment / Release 0.7

- **UC08: myPmpsFactory System** - offer a piece of software which generates and customizes a complete project directory.
- *Publish myPmps and myPmps on Sourceforge and give a lecture on the CeBIT / 2009*

myPmpsFactory establishment / Release 0.8.5

- **UC09: myPmpsFactory Configuration** - offer an online system for generating myPmpsFactory configuration files.
- **UC10: Theme-able myPmpsFactory Documents** - cluster the myPmps templates as styled set of documents.
- *Give a lecture on myPmps and myPmpsFactory on Linux-Day(s) 2009 in Berlin*
Milestones and their time shared context in the first phase

**myPmps Basic Development**
{ UC01, UC02, UC03, UC04, UC05 }

**Open Source Integration**
{ UC06, UC07 }

**CeBIT Lecture**

**myPmps.net release**
{ UC08 }

**myPmpsFactory release**
{ UC09, UC10 }
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Milestones and their objectives in phase 2

'Linux-Day' based dilatation / Release 0.8.6
- **UC11**: German myPmpsFactory Templates: make the language configurable which is used by the pm directory and documents.
- **UC21**: PERT Based Durance Estimates: let the durance of activities automatically be computed on the base of PERT values.
- **UC22**: (Textual) Links to Re-Used Pm Documents: let updated documents be referred by (textual) links.

**PMI based improvements / Release 0.8.7**
- **UC14**: Knowledge Area Management Plans: offer a management plan template for the most important knowledge areas.
- **UC19**: Risk Management Documents: offer a set of risk management documents by which the project manager can start his risk management out of the box.
- *Give a lecture on Risk Management with Open Source Software*

**PMBOK 4.0 conversion / Release 0.9.0**
- **UC15**: myPmps PMBOK 4.0 Conversion: offer PMBOK 4.0 adequate informations.
- **UC16**: myPmpsFactory PMBOK 4.0 Conversion: let the pm directory being generated in the sense of PMBOK 4.0.
- **UC13**: Trustability System for myPmps Classifyings: let the user recognize the degree of trustability of the classifying.

**Cost orientated improvements / Release 0.9.5**
- **UC18**: Earned Value Based Document Set: offer a balanced set of documents which allow an Earned Value based pm.
- **UC20**: Cost Management Documents: offer a set of cost management documents by which the project manager can start his cost management out of the box.

**Scope completion / Release 1.0.0**
- **UC12**: myPmps as its own Example: plan and manage the completion of myPmps as self reflexive example project.
- **UC17**: Extended OS PM Softwarelist: list and classify at least the thirty most important open source pm applications.

**Final project marketing**
- *Give a lecture on myPmps as reflexive example on CeBIT 2010*
- *Write a book on PMI based project management with open source tools and techniques*
Milestones and their time shared context in the second phase

LT-Refinements {11, 21, 22}

PMI Improvements {UC14, UC19}

PMBOK 4.0 {UC13, UC15, UC16}

Cost Improvements {UC18, UC20}

Scope Completion {UC12, UC17}

Final Project Marketing {UC01, ..., UC20}
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Changes</th>
<th>Added by</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2009-07-12</td>
<td>Initialization</td>
<td>KRe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009-07-13</td>
<td>Completion of both phases</td>
<td>KRe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009-07-18</td>
<td>Integration of UC21 + UC22, little textual and optical improvements</td>
<td>KRe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009-11-02</td>
<td>Update concerning completed risk management</td>
<td>KRe</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>